In this paper we present a multi-scale morphological method for use in texture classification. A connected operator similar to the morphological hat-transform is defined, and two scale-space representations are built. The most important features are extracted from the scale spacesby unsupervised cluster analysis, and the resultingpattern vectors provide the input of a decision tree classifier. We obtain 93.5 % correct classification for the Arodatz texture database.
INTRODUCTION
Several techniques for multi-scale morphological analysis exist, such as pyramids [I] , size distributions, or granulometries [2], which are used to quantify the amount of detail in an image at different scales. A similar method, based on sequential alternating filters, has been proposed by Bangham and coworkers [3] . Their method is used on I-D signals, though they discuss extensions to higher dimensions. A different multi-scale approach to the analysis of I-D signals was presented by Leymarie and Levine [4]. They constructed a morphological curvature scale space for shape analysis, based on sequences of morphological top-hat or bottom-hat filters with increasing size of the structuring element.
In [SI we modified the initial technique of Leymarie and
Levine to allow for nested structures, and included a method by which features in the scale space may he clustered in an unsupervised way, resulting in a small set of rotation, translation and scale-invariant shape parameters. In this paper we generalize the hat scale spaces to n-dimensional signals, give a fast algorithm for computing these scale spaces, and apply them to pattern classification. We report results for texture classification, using the Brwdafz texture database.
TIIEORY
Connected operators [6] are characterized by the powerful property of preserving contours, and they only transform an image by selectively altering the grey values of connected sets of pixels. There are several ways of defining the notions of connectivity and connected operators. As is usual in mathematical morphology, a binary image X is considered a subset of some domain E, usually E 2 2'. Connectivity is defined using either 4-adjacency or &adjacency in the square grid of pixels.
A connected component of X is a connected set C ( X ) which is maximal. Aflatzone Lh at level h, of a grey-scale image f is a connected component C(Xh(f)) of the level A flexible way of defining connected operators for functions is via partitions. Let P ( E ) he the set of all subsets
x E E, and (ii) P ( x ) = P ( y ) or P ( z ) n P ( y ) = 0, for z, y E E. In words, a partition is a subdivision of the underlying space into disjoint zones. The partition P of E is said to he coarser than the partition
The parfition of$at zones [6] C ( f ) of f is used to define connected operators.
Definition 1 An operalor y acting on a grtylevel function f is said to be connected [ f C(y( f )), the partifion offlal zones of y( f), is coarser than C( f ) .
Definition 2 The connected opening r,(X) of a set X at a point x is the connected cornponent of X containing x if'
x E X, and 0 otherwise.
Given a set A, the geodesic distance d a ( p , 9) between two pixels p and q is the length of the shottest path joining p and q which is included in A. This distance is highly dependent on the type of connectivity used. The geodesic distance between a point p E A and a set D c A is defined as 0-7803-7750-8/03/$17.00 02003 IEEE ,I-329
One important morphological operator based on the geodesic distance is the geodesic dilariori which is defined as follows.
Definition 3 Let X 2 E be a subset of E and Y X. The geodesic dilation ofinteger size ri 2 0 ofY within X is the sef ofpixels o J X whose geodesic distance to Y is snialler or equal to n:
In the binary case, the reconslmcfion p x ( Y ) of a set X from a set Y C X is obtained by iterating geodesic dilations of I' inside X until stability is obtained, i.e.,
p.\-(Y) = U 6 y ( Y ) .
(
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Similarly, using the threshold superposition principle [7], the grey-scale reconstruction can he defined. Let f and g he two grey-scale images defined on the same domain, such that g 5 f for each pixel. 
Definition of the hat-transform scale spaces
We start by defining a connected operator 8 acting on greyscale functions, which will be used to define the hat scale spaces. Given a grey-scale function f , the value of 8 applied to f at a point z is given by
where Qr,w (f) is the Sollowing criterion:
m ) . (3)
In words, the value of S(f) at apoint z is given by the m aimum grey level h' smaller than f(z) for which the critenon in (3) holds. The criterion Qs,h, is fulfilled when the geodesic dilation of size one of the connected opening at To extract the scale space features from f from top to bottom we must use grey-scale reconstruction. The result of reconstructing f from g = O(f) is shown in the middle picture in Fig. 1, and is denoted by 1' . The desired detail is simply f -r = f -pf(O(f)). A max-tree is a rooted tree, in wtuch each of the nodes C,k at grey-level h corresponds to a pcak component Pi.
However, C: contains only those pixels in P/ which have grey level h . We have modified this representation such that it permits bidirectional traversal. Figure 2 shows the node I -330 data structure, along with its corresponding features; the arrows represent pointers. The node structure also contains: (i) Level -the grey level of the peak component; (ii) Features -a pointer to a feature structure shown in Fig. 2 (see section 3.1); (iii) noWighNbr (no high neighbour) -a boolean value; its use will be explained later in this section. Definition 7 A node at level h of the ma-tree may have zero, one, or inore than one child. We call a node: has no children (i.e. a regionalmaximurn) ; a simple node, ifit has exactlv one child; a compound node, !f il has more than one child.
One can construct the top-hat scale space (see (5)) from simple and compound nodes of the max-tree in the recursively:
All child components of a compound node represent entries in the scale space at the grey level of the compound node. It is easy to see that in this case the criterion in (3) holds.
The child of a simple node represents an entry in the scale space at thc grey level h of the component if the component has at least one pixel with no neighbour at a grey level strictly higher than h. This is because the geodesic dilation of size one of the child component within the component is strictly included in the component, and the criterion in (3) holds.
The variable noHighNbr shown in Fig. 2 indicates if the last case holds for a given node. It is initialized withfalse, hut it becomes true (and it remains m e ) if the condition is satisfied for any pixel of the component. Fig. 2 shows the basic attributes, maintained in each node of the tree, which are used to compute features such as: coinpactness, completciy, ntonienr ofinertia, average height and entrop. These data sets can he updated when a new pixel, which belongs to a peak component, is found. 'They can he merged with other data sets of child components, and permit eacient computation of the desired features. The average height and entropy features are computed in the second step, when the scale space is built. All other features can he computed incrementally, when the tree is built.
Scale space features
Direct use of scale-space features as pattern vectors is problematic for many statistical methods, hecause pattern vectors of different images would differ in length. One way to solve this problem is to set the boundaries between classes of scale-space features from the data themselves. This is done by mean-shift cluster analysis as in [SI. After clustering is performed, the pattern vector is given by the centroids of the first six clusters with the largest areas.
2-D hat scale-space implementation
The pseudo-code ofthe recursive function which builds the scale space in the 2-D case is shown in Algorithm I . The function HaiScaleSpace must he called for the root node of the tree. The variable eduto, used to compute the entropy, is an array of integers of six Levels, where Levels represents the number of grey levels present in the image (usually 256). The variable pixels is an integer which must he initialized to 0 when the procedure is called for the root node. At the end of this call, all entries in the scale space are kept in the sspace list. All these variables must in fact he references or pointers to the specified types.
Algorithm 1 2-D hat scale-space computation Function HatScaleSpace(n,, edda, yizels, ssya.ce)
